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halogen ions. The appertaining local modes are the U infrared absorption bands which have been detected by Schâfer [1] in several alkali halides.
Since the H-and D-ions are much lighter than the surrounding ions, the local modes can be considered as oscillations of these ions in a spherical harmonic oscillator potential well set up by the static lattice. The excitation energy of these local oscillators is given by with the force constant K and the mass m of the impurity. In the same manner, Rosenstock and Klick [2] considered also the F band in alkali halides as a local mode due to the electrons which replace the anions.
Assuming that K is independent of the impurity, the excitation energy of the local mode is expected to be E N m -'l/2. In fact, this is true to a good approximation for the local modes of D-and H-ions and even for the absorption band of the electrons (F band) which substitute the heavier halogen ions in the alkali halides [2] . This is shown in figure la for KCI and in figure 1 b for NaCI, where also the local mode of the fluorine ion fits the relation.
Since K is nearly independent of the impurity mass m, the energies of the F absorption bands EF are expected to be proportional to the energies Eu of the U bands with From figure 2 one can take EF/Eu = 40 which differs only slightly from the expected value. Figure 2 shows that besides EF also the energies of the F luminescence bands are proportional to Eu. The [3, 4] .
On the other hand, the aggregation of U centers needs rather refined techniques [5] . Therefore the (H-)2 and (D-)2 centers, only, which are formed by two neighbouring U centers, have been investigated in KCI, KBr, KI, NaCI, and RbCI [6] . Obviously, one can consider these centers to be built from two single local oscillators. In fact, M. de Souza and F. Lüty [7] (Fig. 4) as well as the R 1, R2 absorption and the R emission bands (Fig. 5) . The same proportionality is shown in figure 6 for the F3 , R', R' absorption bands and the F' émission band. Figure 7 , finally, shows that also the N1 and N2 Fig. 4 Therefore the position of the F band maximum in LiH, which has been observed experimentally at 2.4 eV [12] , has been questioned [13] . If one applies the simple oscillator model, however, one can identify the energy of the U infrared mode with the TO phonon energy of 0.073 eV [14] . Then, according to the relation indicated by the full line in figure 2 In [12] the R band maxima have been tentatively assigned to indications of weak absorption bands in the 1.4 to 1.6 eV range. According to the relation in figure 6 , however, one expects in that energy range for LiH rather the F' band than the R bands. On the other hand the R'band maxima are expected at about 2.3 eV and 2.0 eV according to figure 5 . In fact, Pretzel and Rushing observed near these energies several bands, which they did not associate definitely to specific centers. For instance, the A band at 2.1 eV (see Fig. 5 in [12] 
